
OnPoint Release 5.6
May 2015 Release Notes - Web 
E! = Key Enhancement

E=Enhancement     

B=Bug Fix

Yellow highlight indicates a Feature Guide is being written and will be available by 

6/10/15.

Portal (OPPortal)/Custom UI

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPPortal - My Profile Bug Email address incorrectly indicating that 

it is invalid

Valid email address incorrectly indicating that it is invalid when profile prompt is 

turned on in OPPortal on first login; corrected.

LMS-5218

OPPortal - My Profile Bug Profile prompt on first login had issue 

when user hit Save

Correction made to the Profile prompt on first login to prevent white screen from 

appearing upon save.

LMS-5173

OPPortal - Logout Bug Logout redirect not properly redirecting Redirect on Logout not properly redirecting to set URL; corrected. LMS-5235

OPPortal - Announcements E New Announcements scurl Add in new CustomUI call for Custom Portal to request announcements in order to 

display in portal.

LMS-5150

OPPortal - Notifications E New Notifications scurl Add in new CustomUI call for Custom Portal to request notifications in order to 

display in portal.

LMS-5151

OPPortal - Search Bug Search showing items from Inactive 

Group Catalog

Returning items From inactive Group Catalog in Search (Standard & CustomUI), 

corrected.

LMS-4682

OPPortal - Custom UI Lists Issue Events in Hierarchical lists not properly 

restricting by Catalog

Events in CustomUiGetHierarchy call not being restricted by catalog availability; 

corrected.

LMS-5120

OPPortal - Custom UI Lists Issue Unassigned Activities appearing in the 

Custom UI lists

Unassigned activities are appearing in the CustomUiGetHierarchy call; corrected. LMS-5119

OPPortal - Custom UI Lists Bug Publishing without a mobile version 

caused content to drop off lists

Publishing courses and test sets without a mobile version removes them from the 

CustomUiGetHierarchy call. Corrected to ensure that the publish process is not 

removing items from the hierarchy call incorrectly.

LMS-5100

OPPortal - Custom UI Lists Issue Display Hierarchy incorrectly assigning 

content twice

If a User is assigned to two Groups, both assigned to a hierarchy node, the 

CustomUiGetHierarchy call sends the same content assigned twice.  Corrected.

LMS-5153

OPPortal - Custom UI Lists Bug Custom Uis showing inactive items Custom UI call returns inactive items.  Portal updated to improve filtering by Status. LMS-4950

OPPortal - Hierarchy New Feature! New Hierarchy feature for Custom UI 

Portals

Introduce new Hierarchy call for Custom UI Portals in the same fashion as OPMGW 

(Mobile Gateway).  This feature enables OnPoint and its customers to more easily 

manipulate heirarchical or "nested" lists within a custom portal -- without the need 

for hard-coding interface pages.

LMS-4550

OPPortal - Assignments Bug Self-assigned content marked as required 

versus optional

CustomUiLauncher: Content self-assigned through this method sets the content as 

required (instead of optional), corrected.

LMS-4339
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Course Manager (OPCM)

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPCM - Home - Pending Bug Transcoded Files pop-up has layout 

issues

Transcoded Files pop-up has layout issues; corrected. LMS-4863

OPCM - Home - Pending E Update "Actions" with radio buttons 

instead of checkboxes

Update 'Actions' to use radio buttons instead of checkboxes in Pending Request 

pages for 'Approve/Deny' type selections.

LMS-4805

OPCM - Home - Notifications E Remove Transcoded file notifications Transcoded file system notifications need to auto remove after 30 days. LMS-4775

OPCM - Home - Notifications E WebEx session creation issues need to 

indicate what event the session was 

being created for

WebEx session creation failure issues need to indicate what event the session was 

being created for.  Updated.

LMS-4453

OPCM - Home page or Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - Assignments

E Add back button for Activity View/ 

Download File page

Need a back button for Activity's "View/Download File" page; back button added.  

When viewing a file that was uploaded as part of an Activity request, it was hard to 

get back to the User Record you were launching the view from.

LMS-4873

OPCM - Users & Groups - Announcements Bug Cancelling "Add Announcement" creates 

"UNDEFINED" announcement

Cancelling out of "Add Announcement" still creates an "UNDEFINED" announcement; 

corrected.

LMS-5126

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers - 

Assignments

Bug Updating an assignment status for a user 

changes the access_ends time

Updating a course/nugget/assessment set status for a user changes the access_ends 

time to midnight; corrected.

LMS-4843

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers - 

Management

Issue Mentored Users filters inconsistent Mentored Users filter page inconsistent with the other filter pages; corrected. LMS-4768

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers - 

Management

Issue Deleting an RM/GM mentor should 

delete the mentee / mentor group

Deletion of an Reporting Manager/Group Manager mentor does not delete the 

mentee / mentor group; corrected.

LMS-4752

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers - 

Management

Bug Filter on user Management tab resets 

versus applies

When in the filter field on the user Management tab, pressing enter resets the filter 

instead of applying it appropriately; corrected.

LMS-4749

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers - 

Management

Bug Apply Button & Broom icon for Job Codes 

Filter not working

The Apply Button and the Broom icon for Job Codes Filter are non-functional in 

Management tab; corrected.

LMS-4741

OPCM - Users & Groups Issue When assigning a skill profile to a user or 

group, completion status of already 

assigned / completed content needs to 

be checked

Assigning a skill profile to a user or group of users needs to check completion status 

of already assigned / completed content to provide appropriate status of the skill 

profile.  This is a high performance activity and therefore had to be managed in the 

background.

LMS-5036

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers Bug Duplicate Clear-Date icon Duplicate Clear-Date icon shown in Assignment Status Change; corrected. LMS-4808

OPCM - Users & Groups - Organization Chart E Assign Manager displays Users and 

Managers

Orgchart Assign Manager function displays both Users and Managers; corrected to 

only show managers as possible options.

LMS-4364

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers - 

Competency Matrix

Bug Incorrect headers for skills in 

competency matrix

Incorrect headers for skills in users' competency matrix; corrected. LMS-4886

OPCM - Users & Groups - Organization Chart Bug Return to List does not return admin to 

expanded list

In Organization Chart, the 'List' button does not return the admin to the expanded 

list; corrected.

LMS-4867

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users - Notes Issue Added ability for root and site admins to 

edit / modify user Notes

Only the author of the Notes in a user's record could edit the note; RAs can't 

modify/censor.  Added the ability for RA and SA to edit / modify notes in the user's 

Notes tab.

LMS-4927
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Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers - 

Management

Bug Not restricting Job Code lists 

appropriately

Not restricting the Job Code lists when a Site Admin has managed job codes; 

corrected.  Lists should be filted to just include those job codes tha the admin has 

managed job code permissions to see.

LMS-4854

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers - 

Assignments

E Added access ends field on the status 

view page of nuggets and assessment 

sets

Added the access ends field and availability dates on the status view page of nuggets 

and assessment sets for managers view to be consistent with Courses.

LMS-4602

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers - 

Management

E! Control the management of Job Codes New feature that allows managers and admins to be restricted to seeing just those 

job codes they have management permissions to see.

LMS-4504

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers E User Filters should allow view and rights 

to all roles below logged in administrator

User Filters should allow view and rights to all roles below them when 

viewing/editing user records; updated.

LMS-4539

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers Bug Problem adding new Performance 

Managers if the administrator license 

pool was full

Correction in early v5.6 release prevented adding new Performance Managers if the 

administrator license pool was full.  These two sets of admin accounts were 

incorrectly linked; corrected.

LMS-5189

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers - 

Assignments

Bug Duplicate "Clear the Date" icons in Skill 

Profile Status window

Duplicate "Clear the Date" icons in Skill Profile Status window; corrected. LMS-4971

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers - 

Assignments

Issue xAPI Statements within user's 

assignment status updated

xAPI Statements found within user's assignment status are updated to show only the 

XAPI statements for that course for that specific user.

LMS-4998

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Managers Bug Prevent manual creation of user through 

OPCM with a duplicate login

Correction was made to prevent creation of user through OPCM with a duplicate 

login.  An error message was being shown, but dismissing the error allowed the 

administrator to move forward with creating the duplicate account.  This has been 

corrected.

LMS-5103

OPCM - Content - Courses, Nuggets Bug! Repair the Update Status button for non-

scorm courses and nuggets

The Update Status button for non-scorm courses and nuggets changes Incompletes 

to Not Attempted; corrected.

LMS-5091

OPCM - Content - Triggers & Notifications Bug Allowed writing a 160 Character SMS 

message

System allowed writing a 160 Character SMS message but only 140 Characters are 

sent.  SMS fields are now correctly limiting input to 140 characters.

LMS-4958

OPCM - Content - Wizards Issue Remove Impatica 4 from asset creation 

and wizards

Remove reference to Impatica 4 process from asset creation and wizards.    Impatica 

4 is no longer being supported with current browsers.

LMS-5140

OPCM - Content - Wizards - Assessment 

Wizard

Bug Problems with sequencing if question is 

created via the wizard

Sequencing doesn't work for end users if a sequencing question is created via the 

assessment wizard; corrected.

LMS-4949

OPCM - Content - Wizards - Assessment 

Wizard

Issue In the test wizard, the Cancel button 

deletes the question

In the test wizard, the Cancel button in Question Creation/Edit deletes the question 

you were trying to edit; corrected. 

LMS-4947

OPCM - Content - Wizards - Assessment 

Wizard

Bug In the test wizard, creating a question 

with no defined answers cant be edited

In the test wizard, creating a question with no defined answers prevents the admin 

from going back and adding answers; corrected.

LMS-4946

OPCM - Content - Wizards - Assessment 

Wizard

Issue In the test wizard, answer display options 

ignore question type

When adding questions in the test wizard, answer display options ignore question 

type; corrected.

LMS-4941

Course Manager (OPCM) - Cont.
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Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPCM - Content E Object Recertification now retains 

historical user answer data

Recertification of course, nugget, testset should retain historical user_answer data 

for viewing/reporting purposes.  Previously, when an object recertified, only the title, 

data and test score were retained.

LMS-5223

OPCM - Content - Courses - Glossary Issue Global glossary terms not being saved Global glossary terms created course-side are not being saved in the global glossary; 

corrected.

LMS-4929

OPCM - Content - Wizards - Content Wizard Bug Selecting no file types in the Content 

Wizard causing error

Selecting no file types for upload in the Content Wizard was causing error on save; 

corrected.

LMS-4920

OPCM - Content - Wizards Bug Nugget Wizard does not set page type to 

Epub

Nugget Wizard does not set page type to Epub when creating an Epub Nugget; 

corrected.

LMS-4983

OPCM - Content Bug Default Start and Finish Notification 

configs not populating on new content

Default Start Notification and Default Finish Notification configurations not properly 

being picked up on newly created content; corrected.

LMS-5134

OPCM - Content - Courses - Advanced Bug User Comments and User Rating 

placement inconsistent

The User Comments field and User Ratings fields were not consistent in their 

placement between the Settings screen and the Edit screen for Courses; corrected.

LMS-4834

OPCM - Content - Wizards - Content Wizard Bug Unable to select a thumbnail in Wizard Unable to select existing thumbnails in Nugget/Course Wizard; corrected. LMS-4710

OPCM -  Content - Nuggets Bug Epub nuggets not properly updating 

when replaced

Epub nuggets are not properly showing updates in OPCV when replaced in OPCM; 

corrected.

LMS-4815

OPCM - Content - Nuggets Bug User list on Nugget Assign Users page is 

not alphabetical

Available Users list on Content: Nugget Assign Users page is not sorted alphabetically; 

corrected.

LMS-4801

OPCM - Content - Nuggets E Move Auto Archive function Move Auto Archive function to Advanced tab for Nuggets. LMS-4266

OPCM - Content - Courses Bug Deep links for SCORM courses not 

properly being created

Deep links for SCORM courses were not properly being created to work successfully 

when using a deep link to launch a SCORM course; corrected.

LMS-5132

OPCM - Content - Courses - Information Bug Changes to course Availability dates are 

not saved

Changes to course Availability dates are not saved; corrected. LMS-4884

OPCM - Content - Advanced Bug Content Thumbnail Image Library does 

not scroll properly when many meta-tags 

are assigned

Content Thumbnail Image Library does not scroll properly when many meta-tags are 

assigned.  The Meta Tags and Thumbnails have now been changed to separate tabs 

to correct for this.

LMS-4882

OPCM - Content - Nuggets and Events Issue Reorder subtabs for Nuggets and Events Switch the order of the Triggers and Advanced subtabs on Nugget and Event View 

pages to be consistent.

LMS-4647

OPCM - Content - Courses E Support SCORM course creation with 

filenames with apostrophes

Update to allow for SCORM course creation with included filenames with 

apostrophes.

LMS-4513

OPCM - Content - Courses - Assignments Issue Assigning topic to course returns admin 

to course screen

Assigning a topic to a course returns Admin to course screen; corrected. LMS-4643

OPCM - Content - Courses, Nuggets - 

Advanced

New Feature! New flag to set when an assignment 

must have Wi-Fi signal to download

New flag at object level to set when an assignment should be restricted to mobile 

download to Wi-Fi only.  [Default setting is to allow outside of Wi-Fi, or No 

restriction.]  Author typically determines this based on file size.  If flag is set to Y, the 

user will be prompted that WiFi is required in order to download the file.

LMS-4868

Course Manager (OPCM) - Cont.
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Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPCM - Content - Wizards - Assessment 

Wizard

Bug Changing the Question Type in the test 

wizard can cause answer type to not 

match question type

Changing the Question Type in the test wizard can cause answer type to not match 

question type.  Disabled the ability to change the question type once selected.

LMS-5000

OPCM - Content - Various - Triggers Issue Recertify Trigger Notification created/ 

sent for inactive assignments

Recertify Trigger Notification was still created and sent for inactive assignments; 

corrected. Recertification should not take place for Inactive assignments.

LMS-4699

OPCM - Content - Assets Bug When creating an empty HTML asset file, 

specified filename is changed to blank

When creating an empty HTML asset file for editing on the server later, the specified 

filename gets changed to blank; corrected.

LMS-5163

OPCM - Content - Nuggets Bug IE Compatibility is not set to default 

value when using the Add Nugget button

IE Compatibility is not set to default value when using the Add Nugget button to 

create a nugget; corrected.

LMS-5017

OPCM - Content - Nuggets E Nugget status view date/time format 

inconsistent

Nugget status view date and time formatting is inconsistent with course view; 

corrected. 

LMS-4600

OPCM - Assessments Bug Repair User filters when assigning users 

to an assessment set

User filters not working properly when assigning users to an assessment set; 

corrected.

LMS-5204

OPCM - Assessments Bug Estimated Duration for testset showing 

minutes as seconds

Estimated Duration for testset is showing minutes as seconds; corrected. LMS-5035

OPCM - Assessments - Tests Bug New test questions have default 

category

When inside a test and adding new questions, the new questions were added with 

the default Category setting instead of assuming the specific category of the test 

being created; corrected to honor the category of the test you are adding the 

questions to.

LMS-4620

OPCM - Assessments - Tests Bug Tests with a sequencing question display 

an error

If a test has a sequencing question, the Preview w/Answers screen will display an 

error; corrected.

LMS-4951

OPCM - Assessments - Tests New Feature! New survey-style tests allow users to 

provide survey feedback from the new 

Ratings tab

Added support to allow survey style "optional" tests that can be associated with any 

course, nugget, event, or activity, to allow users to provide additional survey 

feedback from the new Ratings tab in OPCV.  For example, a course may have a 

normal test or knowledge check, but you may want to also ask the user to rate 

whether they thought the course was useful to them or helpful to others.  The 

exercise would typically go along with the user's rating of the course, so it can be 

accessed from a new Ratings tab in Content Viewer, allowing the user to come back 

to perform this course rating and survey at a later date if desired. 

LMS-5217

OPCM - Assessments - Tests Bug Preview shows wrong question number Question preview showing incorrect question number; corrected. LMS-5001

OPCM - Assessment Sets - Assign link Bug Entering / exiting filter screen adds user 

to assessment set

Entering and exiting the filter screen without clicking the Assign/Unassign button 

adds selected user to an assessment set; corrected, so Admin must click that button 

first.

LMS-4630

OPCM - Assessments - Assessment Sets Bug Assessment sets can be set as their own 

prerequisites

Assessment sets can be set as their own prerequisites; corrected. LMS-4962

OPCM - Assessments - Tests Bug Cancelling from "Copy As" page in a test 

returns Error

Cancelling out of "Copy As" page in a test returns an HTTP 400 Error; corrected. LMS-4739

OPCM - Assessments - Tests Issue Typo on test information page Typo on test information page; corrected. LMS-5116

OPCM - Assessments - Review Feedback Bug Essay responses missing in feedback 

detail

Essay responses missing in feedback detail; corrected in Review Feedback. LMS-4940

Course Manager (OPCM) - Cont.
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Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPCM - Assessments - Questions Bug Unable to remove assets from question Unable to remove assets from a question; corrected. LMS-4521

OPCM - Assessments - Questions Bug Several question list filter combinations 

cause an error/blank page

Several question list filter combinations cause an error/blank page; corrected. LMS-4948

OPCM - Assessments - Questions Bug Improve how we handle special 

characters in answers

Correction to earlier 5.6 release:  security update to better deal with special 

characters in answers.  Process created to update answers in database to standard 

format as part of the 5.6 updates.

LMS-5192

OPCM - Assessments - Tests - Assignments Bug Test question assign filter not working When assigning a question to a test, the filter doesn't filter available questions; 

corrected.

LMS-4664

OPCM - Assessments Bug System was setting the number of 

questions in question sets to 0 vs 99

Update to early v5.6 release caused system to incorrectly set the number of 

questions in each question set to 0 on newly created tests.  Default number of 

questions in new sets is now properly set to 99.

LMS-5186

OPCM - Various - Courses, Nuggets & 

Assessment Sets

New Feature! New Due Date fields Support for Due Date functionality at the individual course, nugget, assessment level. LMS-4898

OPCM - Various Bug Update Date/time not correctly 

reflecting when an object is updated

Date/time of object update not reflected correctly on information pages of some 

object types; corrected.

LMS-4889

OPCM - Various Bug Page numbering displayed in List pages 

needed mending

Filtered lists now show appropriate number of items in the pages. LMS-4861

OPCM - Various lists Bug Duplicating the users when Admin has 

managed job codes

Administrators granted group management rights see replicated users when 

assigning content; corrected.

LMS-4853

OPCM - Various lists Bug Showing no Job Codes when an Admin 

has no managed job codes; should have 

been all

Showing no Job Codes when a Site Admin has no managed job codes.  Corrected so 

that Site and Root Admins see all Job Codes if none are set up as managed.

LMS-4852

OPCM - Various lists Bug Filtering lists by category & status = All 

causes error

Filtering lists by category & status = all causes a 404 error.  Corrected on the following 

affected lists:  test list, skill profile list, event list, activity list.

LMS-5097

OPCM - Various E Add 'clear' functionality to date input 

fields

Add 'clear' functionality to date input fields across all objects. LMS-4606

OPCM - Various Bug Catalog Default not applied when 

creating new object

Catalog Default parameter is not enforced when creating a new event, assessment 

set and skill profile.  If Catalog Default was set to No to not show in the catalog, all 

new objects were being set to Yes; corrected. 

LMS-4545

OPCM - Skills & Games - Skill Profiles Bug Not properly creating deep link for Skill 

Profiles

Not properly creating a deep link for Skill Profiles; corrected. LMS-5056

OPCM - Skill & Games - Skill Profiles - 

Assignments

E Add "Assigned to" information to skill 

profiles

Add "Assigned to" information to the Assignments tab of skill profiles, to be 

consistent with other object types.

LMS-4776

OPCM - Skills & Games - Games Issue Widen scroll window in game 

achievement area

Scroll window in game achievement window is too small; corrected. LMS-5206

OPCM - Skills & Games - Game Profiles - 

Assignments

Bug Update the Game Assign pop up filters to 

handle apostrophes

Updated the Filters in the Game Object Assign pop ups to handle apostrophes. LMS-4698

OPCM - Skills & Games - Games E Filters added to Game Associated 

Objects page

Additional filters added to Game Associated Objects page. LMS-4468

OPCM - Skills & Games - Skills E Marking an item as delete request or 

inactive updates Skill status as well

Marking a Course / Nugget / Etc as delete request or inactive should also reflect that 

status at the Skill Level.  Updated.

LMS-4420

Course Manager (OPCM) - Cont.
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Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPCM - Events & Activities - Events - Classes E Cancelled event sessions need a collapse 

/ expand option

Cancelled event sessions need a collapse / expand option and should default to 

collapsed; enhanced.

LMS-5084

OPCM - Events & Activities - Events Issue Event recertification process is not 

resetting "complete date"

Event recertification process is not resetting "complete date" upon event 

recertification; corrected.

LMS-5147

OPCM - Events & Activities - Events New Optional 

Module!

Support for Adobe Connect webinars Added support for Adobe Connect webinars through the LMS.  This new (optional) 

module will be similar to OnPoint's existing WebEx module where administrators can 

create webinars inside Adobe Connect from the OnPoint LMS, Users can join an 

Adobe Connect webinar from inside or outside of the LMS, and Adobe Connect will 

send information back to OnPoint after the webinar is over as to who attended and 

for how long.  Module price:  $1,500

OPCM - Events & Activities - Event Session 

Wizard

Bug Registration start / end period not 

created correctly by wizard

Registration start / end period was not being created correctly by event session 

wizard; corrected.

LMS-5069

OPCM - Events & Activities - Events Bug Event session date is reset if the event 

location is selected after the date

Correction to the Event Session creation process to prevent the event session date 

from being reset if the event location is selected after setting the date.

LMS-5137

OPCM - Events & Activities - Instructor-Led - 

Assignments

Bug Groups in Events - Assignments area not 

listed in alpha order

Available Groups in Events User Assignment are not listed in alphabetical order; 

corrected.

LMS-4911

OPCM - Events & Activities - Events Bug Ical attachment was not correctly 

attached to Event Session Triggers

Ical attachment was not correctly attached to Event Session Triggers in the initial v5.6 

release due to changes to the email / notification cron processes; corrected.

LMS-5199

OPCM - Events & Activities - Events Bug Deep link urls for Events not being 

correctly created

Deep link urls for Events were not being correctly created. Corrected. LMS-5060

OPCM - Events & Activities - Master Event 

Calendar

Bug Event session tooltip on the calendar 

showing an incorrect number of 

registrations

Event session tooltip on the calendar showing an incorrect number of registrations; 

corrected.

LMS-4895

OPCM - Events & Activities - Activities E Add basic HTML support for activities Add basic HTML support for Activity Descriptions.  [No editor, but allows html to be 

entered.]

LMS-4772

OPCM - Events & Activities - Master Event 

Calendar

Issue Event Location filter updated Event Location filter now includes child locations of the parent location when 

filtering.

LMS-4765

OPCM - Events & Activities - Activities Bug Deep links for Activities not correctly 

being created

Deep links for Activities were not correctly being created; corrected. LMS-5059

OPCM - Events & Activities - Master Event 

Calendar

E Location dropdown in Filter updated to 

better display

Location dropdown in Master Event Calendar Filter should display the location 

hierarchy in a better way.  Improved.

LMS-4688

OPCM - Events & Activities - ILT and Webinars Issue New event Description and Synopsis 

fields updated

When creating a new event, both the Description and Synopsis fields have 'tabs' 

already in them and shouldn't have; corrected.

LMS-4680

OPCM - Events & Activities - Master Event 

Calendar

E Master Calendar printout should include 

Filter data

Print Master Calendar now includes Filter data on printout. LMS-4678

OPCM - Events & Activities - ILT and Webinars Bug Timezone format displayed incorrectly 

for ILT Events

Timezone format displayed incorrectly for ILT Events; corrected. LMS-4701

OPCM - Events - Wizards Bug Time Zone and WebEx Host not shown in 

the WebEx Session list

Time Zone and WebEx Host not shown in the WebEx Session list when creating a 

WebEx session through the Event Session Wizard; corrected.

LMS-4976

Course Manager (OPCM) - Cont.
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Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPCM - Events & Activities - Events - Classes E Class Session lists can be configured to 

show in ascending or descending order

Session list under each class can now be configured to show ascending or descending 

order to Admins.

LMS-5058

OPCM - Events & Activities - Activities - 

Information

Bug Unable to update activity thumbnail Unable to update activity thumbnail; corrected. LMS-4795

OPCM - Events - Events Locations, Event 

Sessions

Issue Custom field validation issues Custom field validation doesn't work for locations and event sessions; corrected.  LMS-4848

OPCM - Events - Wizards Bug Not showing Instructor name when 

creating an ILT session in the Wizard

Not showing the Instructor name in event view when creating an ILT session in the 

Wizard; corrected.

LMS-4993

OPCM - Events - Wizards Issue WebEx Host Dropdown in Event Session 

Wizard contains all instructors

WebEx Host Dropdown in Event Session Wizard contains all instructors.  Corrected to 

only show WebEx instructors.

LMS-4989

OPCM - Events E Update recertify_event table to include 

session location and session date and 

time

Update recertify_event table to include session location along with session date and 

time; now captured.

LMS-5083

OPCM - Events & Activities - Activities Issue Activity due date timestamps preventing 

users from accessing activities

Activity due date timestamps are preventing users from accessing activities on the 

actual date due; corrected.

LMS-5005

OPCM - Notifications Bug Applying a filter to a notifications list 

deletes selected notifications

Applying a filter to a notifications list deletes selected notifications when notifications 

are selected and then the filter function is opened.  Corrected.

LMS-5081

OPCM - Notifications - Notification Queue Bug Notification queue list totals are 

incorrect

Notification queue list totals are incorrect; corrected. LMS-5074

OPCM - Notifications - Forums Bug Displaying incorrect user names for 

forum post replies

Course Manager was not displaying the right user names for users' reply posts in 

forums; corrected.

LMS-4878

OPCM - Notifications - Forums Bug Forum replies on OPCM show the 

original post's timestamp

Forum replies on OPCM show the original post's timestamp instead of their own 

timestamp; corrected.

LMS-4822

OPCM - Notifications - Notification Queue Bug Item Type not properly appearing Item Type was not properly appearing in the notification queue; corrected. LMS-4871

OPCM - Notifications - Send Notifications Bug Not restricting Group list appropriately in 

"Notification: Send to Group"

Not restricting the Group list in "Notification: Send to Group" when logged in as a Site 

Admin; corrected. List should be filtered to just include those groups that the admin 

has managed group permissions to see.

LMS-4855

OPCM - Notifications E Email Queue should have a 'Select All' for 

deleting

Email Queue, under Notifications, needed a 'Select All' option for selecting all emails 

to Delete; added.

LMS-5162

OPCM - Notifications - Send Notifications - 

Various

Bug Sending Standard Notification when 

"Send as" check box unchecked

Still Sending Standard Notification when the "Send as" check box is unchecked; 

corrected.

LMS-4662

OPCM - Notifications - Notification Queue Bug Error when Setting User filter to "by User 

ID ="

Returning HTTP 404 Error when Setting User filter to "by User ID =" in Notification 

Queue; corrected.

LMS-4890

OPCM - Notifications - Notification Queue Bug When a user is unassigned from an 

object - reminder emails are removed

When a user is unassigned from a specific object - all reminder emails associated with 

that object are now immediately removed when the user is unassigned from the 

object.

LMS-4258

Course Manager (OPCM) - Cont.
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Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPCM - Notifications - Notification Queue Bug Slooce response not saved correctly Slooce response on successful sms message is not being saved to the system 

correctly; corrected.

LMS-4959

OPCM - Notifications - Send Notifications E Add Location filter option Add Location filter option in Send Notifications for Event Assignees. LMS-4689

OPCM - Notifications - Email Queue Bug Clicking the "Next" button in Email 

Queue resets the filter

Clicking the "Next" button in Email Queue resets the filter, preventing the admin 

from viewing the next page; corrected.

LMS-5200

OPCM - Notifications New Feature! Mobile Push Notification support Mobile Push Notification support has been added as a selection option (like email and 

SMS) for all triggered and one-off notifications.  Push Notifications allow messaging 

to go to the user's mobile device, to be received by the device but outside of the 

CellCast app.

LMS-5065

OPCM - Notifications Bug Notifications ignoring completion status 

filters

When sending a notification to nuggets or skill profile assignees, completion status 

filters were ignored.  Corrected.

LMS-5070

OPCM - Administration - Display Hierarchy Bug Moving objects within display nodes 

changes sequence number

Moving objects within display nodes changes sequence number by 15 each time; 

corrected.

LMS-5055

OPCM - Administration - Deletion Tasks Issue Skill Profile deletion process needs to 

remove stray skills links

When deleting a Skill Profile, the process left stray links to skills; corrected. LMS-5042

OPCM - Administration - Configuration E Add config value to turn on / off 

Recertification options

Add in configuration value for Customer to turn on / off Recertification options. LMS-5016

OPCM - Administration - Publish Bug Problem with advanced filter on the 

batch course publish page

Applying an advanced filter on the batch course publish page publishes instead; 

corrected.

LMS-5002

OPCM - Administration - Display Hierarchy New Feature! Add new skill profile node type for 

Hierarchy

Add in a new node type for Hierarchy for Skill Profile Nodes.  This allows an entire 

skill profile, including its sequencing, to be included as a node in a custom UI 

hierarchical (or nested) list.

LMS-5115

OPCM - Administration - Configuration - 

Customer - CellCast

New Feature! Add in new Sync_delay config value for 

CellCast

Add in new Sync_delay config value for CellCast and send down to apps in 

environment.  The Sync Delay value provides the time out period for which to 

perform a sync when a user goes in and out of the app.

LMS-5141

OPCM - Administration - Display Hierarchy Bug Display node arrow buttons for object 

reordering are stacking

Display node arrow buttons for object reordering are stacking when there's a long 

name in the list; corrected.

LMS-4999

OPCM - Administration - Publish Bug Error when publishing nuggets through 

bulk publish administration pages

Error when trying to publish nuggets through bulk publish administration pages; 

corrected.

LMS-4972

OPCM - Administration - Categories Issue If a category is changed to inactive, it 

doesn't appear yellow in the list

If a category is set to inactive, it doesn't appear as yellow in the list; corrected. LMS-4954

OPCM - Administration - Categories Bug Category Delete issue Categories set to Delete are not being moved to pending delete request; corrected. LMS-4934

OPCM - Administration - Categories Bug Choosing a default category doesn't set 

default for all object types

Choosing a category as a default doesn't set the default for all object types; 

corrected.

LMS-4840

Course Manager (OPCM) - Cont.
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Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPCM - Administration - Configuration - 

Course Manager

Issue Center not showing value represented in 

the database

Unable to save customer WebEx settings to "type" of WebEx Center; corrected. LMS-4792

OPCM - Administration - Content Authors Issue Possible to create Author with no name, 

impossible to select/delete

It is possible to create an Author with no name, impossible to select/delete; 

corrected. 

LMS-4712

OPCM - Administration - Content Authors Issue Accented characters not handled well in 

the Author name field

Accented characters not handled well in the Author name field; corrected.  LMS-4711

OPCM - Administration - Deletion Tasks E More filters in Course/Nugget deletion 

area

Add full / more robust filtering to Course / Nugget deletion process to assist Admins 

in narrowing down the specific items they want to delete, and not inadvertently 

deleting things they don't.

LMS-4636

OPCM - Administration - Configuration - 

Portal

Issue Configuration item "Failed login 

Attempts" should have "Zero=unlimited" 

removed

The instructions within the configuration item "Failed login Attempts" should have 

the phrase "Zero=unlimited" removed; corrected phrasing to make it more clear.

LMS-4622

OPCM - Administration - Configuration - 

Customer - OPCM - Gamification

E! Add configuration parameters for default 

aggregator points

Add configuration parameters for default aggregator points for all object types. LMS-4593

OPCM - Home page or Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - Assignments

E Add back button for Activity View/ 

Download File page

Need a back button for Activity's "View/Download File" page; back button added.  

When viewing a file that was uploaded as part of an Activity request, it was hard to 

get back to the User Record you were launching the view from.

LMS-4873

OPCM - Administration - Configuration - 

Customer - OPCM - Gamification

E! Add configuration parameters for default 

aggregator points

Add configuration parameters for default aggregator points for all object types. LMS-4539

OPCM - Content - Courses - Glossary Issue Global glossary terms not being saved Global glossary terms created course-side are not being saved in the global glossary; 

corrected.

LMS-4929

Content Viewer (OPCV)
Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPCV - Messages - Notifications Bug Assessment Notifications not going out 

when triggered

Assessment Notifications not going out when triggered; corrected. LMS-5062

OPCV - Custom UI assignments Bug Self-assigned nuggets and assessment 

sets created with approved=No

Self-assigned nuggets and assessment sets are being created with approved=No; 

corrected.

LMS-5046

OPCV - SCORM content Issue Update to deal with special characters 

when tracked in lesson location and 

suspend data

Update to deal with specific special characters when tracked in lesson location and 

suspend data.  Lesson location had not previously had this type of character and 

caused the bookmarking within a SCORM course to not properly be recorded; 

corrected. 

LMS-5203

OPCV - Assignments list and My Status Bug Correct issues when exiting assignments 

and completion status not being properly 

recorded for the user

Correction to issues when exiting assignments and completion status not being 

properly recorded for the user.  Present in early 5.6 releases and may have also been 

popping up intermittently in 5.4.

LMS-5195

OPCV - Catalog Search Bug Problem with single quotes in search 

strings

Single quotes in search strings in OPCV create MySQLSyntaxErrors; corrected. LMS-4598

Course Manager (OPCM) - Cont.
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Content Viewer (OPCV) - Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPCV - Catalog - Search Issue Problem with '%' character in search Entering a '%' character into the search bar generates a 404 error; corrected. LMS-4793

OPCV - Content player E Update course Page drop down to 

accommodate longer course names

Update to Course Page drop down (navigation) view to accommodate for longer 

course names.

LMS-5094

OPCV - Content player Bug Cannot scroll to the "Finish Test" Button Cannot scroll to the "Finish Test" Button on tests with more than 7 questions; 

corrected.

LMS-4573

OPCV - Content player Bug Page navigation box opening behind 

content

Page navigation/selection drop-down in the content player is opening the drop-down 

behind the content instead of in front of it, due to Flash content; corrected.

LMS-4787

OPCV - Tests Bug Repair horizontal likert question layout The first question in horizontal likert questions is not lining up; corrected. LMS-4482

OPCV - Various Bug Showing items from Inactive group 

catalogs

Showing items from Inactive group catalogs in Catalog pages; corrected. LMS-4683

OPCV - Various Bug Update 'keep alive' function to ensure 

pagetime and access history are tracked 

and closed

Updates to the 'keep alive' function to ensure that pagetime and access history are 

being accurately tracked and closed.  Previous access history was sometimes being 

closed incorrectly before the user had exited the assignment.

LMS-5242

OPCV - Various - all assignment lists E! New Due Date functionality New Due Date functionality adds dates on OPCV assignment lists that show users 

when an assignment is due.

LMS-4905

OPCV - Events E Center location selection button on 

Event Catalog

Move the location selection button on Event Catalog to appear directly above the 

calendar more prominently and clear.

LMS-5250

OPCV - Events Bug User prompt to set a default location not 

occurring

No prompt to the user to set their default location was occurring when the 

configuration was set to require a default event location be set by each user.  

Corrected.

LMS-5187

OPCV - Events - Register for Event Issue Remove radio button to choose session 

on event register page when User Select 

Sessions = No

Event register page should not have radio button to choose session when User Select 

Sessions = No; corrected.

LMS-5073

OPCV - Events - Webinar join link Issue Time window for event joining not 

displayed properly

Time window for online event joining not being displayed properly; corrected. 

Message had been hardcoded to 15 minutes, and should have reflected the actual 

time set at the object level.

LMS-4896

OPCV - Events - Registered Events E Registered event Calendar updates Update to Registered Event calendar to display (Event_name + Class Name) for 

assigned event sessions.

LMS-4697

OPCV - Events - Event Catalog E Add Default value "Show past sessions" 

button

Add Configuration Default value for OPCV "Show past sessions" button on Event 

Catalog.  Options are to show, or not to show.

LMS-4526

OPCV - Events - Event Catalog E Open Event Catalog to user's default 

location?

Added ability to launch the Event Catalog and pass in location filter values. LMS-4372
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Content Viewer (OPCV) - Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPCV - Events - Event Catalog E New multi-select options on default 

location page

Added multi-select options to the default Location filter on Event Catalog. LMS-4317

OPCV - Events - Event Catalog E! New Event Prerequisites at session level New Event Prerequisites added to prevent users from being signed up for event 

sessions if prerequisites have not been met.

LMS-3196

OPCV - Forums Bug  Forum Posts not abiding by set up Not requiring manager's approval for forum post entries when forum is set up to be 

moderated; corrected. 

LMS-4791

OPCV - Forums Bug Forum posts inadvertently forcing 

approval

System was requiring approval for edited forum posts when forums were set up as 

'not moderated'; corrected.

LMS-4879

OPCV - Forums Bug Forum replies show the original post's 

timestamp

Forum replies show the original post's timestamp instead of the timestamp of the 

reply; corrected.

LMS-4821

OPCV - Games Bug Assessment Sets are still accessible in 

expired games when accessed through 

the game

Assessment Sets are still accessible in expired games when accessed through the 

game; corrected.  You should be able to open a Finished game, but not click on 

anything.

LMS-4831

OPCV - Games - Leaderboards Bug Correction to game leaderboard 

calculations with acceleration points

Correction to game leaderboard calculations when acceleration points were involved. LMS-5006

OPCV - Games - Leaderboards - Challenge List Bug Challenge List displays all peers Challenge List displays all peers, not just the ones challenged/challenged by; 

corrected.

LMS-5209

OPCV - Games - Leaderboards Bug IE 8, 9, & 10 browsers won't load when 

adding users to Challenge List

IE 8, 9, & 10 browsers unable to add users into Challenge List in Game Leaderboards; 

corrected.

LMS-4992

OPCV - Games - Leaderboards E! Can now specify which leaderboards to 

show in a game

OPCV game leaderboards can now show just those selected leaderboards for each 

game.

LMS-4653

OPCV - Ratings (new) New Feature! New Ratings tab for assignment rating 

and optional surveys

Added new Ratings tab for rating assignments and completing optional surveys for 

completed items within the configured time period.

LMS-5216

OPCV - Ratings (new) New Feature! Can now rate events and activities Added support for rating events and activities.  Rating action must occur on the new 

ratings tab.

LMS-5230

Document Manager (OPDOC)
Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
OPDOC Bug OPDOC Cache is getting stuck OPDOC Cache is getting stuck and must be cleared for new documents to show in 

Mobile OPDOC; corrected.

LMS-5139

OPDOC Bug Search returning different results 

between online and mobile OPDOC

Search returning different results between online and mobile OPDOC due to 

inherited manager permissions.  Corrections to the search results when documents 

are found within the Performance Manager inherited nodes.

LMS-5114

OPDOC Bug Support for Inherited Manager 

Permissions in Mobile OPDOC

Update to provide support for Inherited Manager Permissions in Mobile OPDOC LMS-5108

OPDOC Bug Unable to Create/Upload document if a 

document has restricted permissions

Unable to Create/Upload document in a node if there is a document with restricted 

permissions.  Corrected.

LMS-5093
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Document Manager (OPDOC) Cont.
Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPDOC Bug Inherited nodes should only show 

documents created by managed users

Inherited nodes should only show documents created by managed users. Corrections 

to documents shown in inherited nodes.

LMS-5061

OPDOC Issue Updates to OPDOC nodes are not always 

refreshing

Updates to OPDOC nodes are not always reflected without individual browser cache 

clearing; corrected.

LMS-4974

OPDOC E Update to allow Search by Video File 

Type

Updated Advanced Search to allow users to search for the Video File Type. LMS-4728

eCommerce (OPEC)
Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
None

Contacts Directory (OP-Dir)
Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
OPDIRECTORY E Add Contacts Directory configuration for 

Show Active or All

Add Contacts Directory configuration for Show Active or All. LMS-4549

Registration (OPREG)
Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
OPREG E Pass field values from mini site into Reg 

form

Provide method to pass field values from a mini-site into an OP-Reg self registration 

form on url to launch self registration page.

LMS-5157

OPREG New Feature! Create a new Shared Device Reg Code 

package

Update to OPREG to create a new shared Device Registration Code Package. LMS-4471

Performance Manager (OPPM)

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
OPPM E Remove unused tabs from Dashboard Remove unused tabs from Dashboard when using only Org Unit - Dynamically  based 

on management type.

LMS-5233

OPPM Bug Dashboard not handling a large number 

of users in Display by User

Issue in OPPM where the Dashboard is not handling a large number of users in 

Display by User when logged in as an Org Manager; corrected.

LMS-5227

OPPM E! Restrict dashboard and User Details view 

options to managed options only

Restrict dashboard and User Details view options to managed options only.  If a PM 

only manages group or org chart, then do not show the other options.

LMS-5214

OPPM E Add Location filter to top of page 

wherever event sessions are displayed

Add Location filter to top of page wherever event sessions are displayed for 

assignment purposes.

LMS-5136

OPPM New Feature! Allow GMs to define Due Date Update Group Assignment to allow GMs to define Due Date as assignment is made. LMS-5130

OPPM E Allow PM to view prior completions Create Clickable links in user's assignments to access previous recertified 

completions.

LMS-5125

OPPM E! Allow PM to edit the due date of an 

assignment for a user they manage

Create clickable links in user's assignments tab to edit the due date of an assignment 

for that user.

LMS-5098

OPPM New Feature Honor config value for Recertification 

options

Adhere to config value for Customer to turn on / off Recertification options. LMS-5052

OPPM E Don't allow PMs to assign Catalogs Remove Assign link from Groups - Assignments - Group Catalogs LMS-5051
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Performance Manager (OPPM) - Con't
Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

OPPM E! Restrict available assignable content by 

OPPM flag and assigned Group catalogs 

per user

Restrict available assignable content by OPPM flag and assigned Group catalogs per 

user.

LMS-5049

OPPM Issue Improve user game points "waterfall" User game points "waterfall" in OPPM appearing incorrectly, corrected. LMS-4995

OPPM E User filter enhancements OPPM advanced user filter enhancements: adding email filter field and button 

images.

LMS-4981

OPPM Issue Using Last Name filter opens Add 

User/User Edit page

Firefox and IE: typing into Last Name filter and pressing enter opens Add User/User 

Edit page; corrected.

LMS-4980

OPPM E Add Organization and Login ID search 

filters

Add Organization and Login ID search filters to the in-line filters. LMS-4979

OPPM Issue Added the ability for RA /  SA roles to 

edit / modify notes in the user's Notes 

tab

Only the author of the notes in a user's record can edit the note, RAs can't 

modify/censor.  Added the ability for RA and SA to edit / modify notes in the user's 

Notes tab.

LMS-4977

OPPM Bug Last Completion column shows wrong 

completion date

Last Completion column on OPPM User Assignment Details page shows the wrong 

completion date; corrected.

LMS-4973

OPPM Bug Answers missing in graphs under the test 

results tab

If a manager/admin has managed groups, no answers appear in the graphs under the 

test results tab; corrected.

LMS-4945

OPPM Bug User update history only shows OPCM-

side changes

User update history only shows OPCM-side changes, OPPM not appearing; corrected. LMS-4936

OPPM Bug Displaying incorrect timestamp and User 

names for reply posts

Not displaying the correct timestamp and User names for reply posts in Forums; 

corrected.

LMS-4916

OPPM Bug "Approve" button not functional in 

Group Forums

"Approve" button not functional in Group Forums; corrected. LMS-4915

OPPM Bug Duplicating dashboard record for events Duplicating the dashboard record for events when events have multiple classes; 

corrected.

LMS-4913

OPPM Bug Unable to Open Group Forums Unable to Open Group Forums; corrected. LMS-4910

OPPM Bug Error when searching User by ID in 

Groups tab

Returning HTTP 500 Error when Searching User by ID in Groups tab; corrected. LMS-4909

OPPM E! Support for Due Date functionality in 

OPPM

Support for Due Date functionality in OPPM LMS-4906

OPPM New Feature! Allow PMs to see Shared Device 

assignments and GMs to assign and 

unassign a user to/from a Shared Device

Allow Performance Managers to see managed users Shared Device assignments and 

Group Managers are allowed to assign and unassign a user to or from a Shared 

Device.

LMS-4902

OPPM Bug Showing wrong users in user's 

Membership page

Showing manager's mentored users in user's Membership page instead of user's 

mentors; corrected.

LMS-4887

OPPM Bug "Assign" links not lined up properly "Assign" links not lined up properly; display corrected. LMS-4875

OPPM Bug Pending event requests only appear for 

the first group

Pending event requests only appear for the first group in the list of managed groups; 

corrected.

LMS-4858
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Performance Manager (OPPM) - Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
OPPM New Feature! Restrict SA's to only see groups, 

categories of content, and Job Codes 

they have rights to

Update OPPM to restrict SA's to only see groups, categories of content, and Job 

Codes that they have rights to view.

LMS-4850

OPPM Bug Display by Job Code Dashboard subtab 

showing incorrect Job Code in filter

Display by Job Code Dashboard subtab was not showing the correct Job Code in the 

filter when selected; corrected.

LMS-4847

OPPM Issue Formatting causing incorrect wrapping Formatting incorrect on Pending Event Registration Requests page causing incorrect 

wrapping; corrected.

LMS-4819

OPPM Bug Managers cannot approve/deny event 

registration requests

Managers cannot approve/deny event registration requests in OPPM; corrected. LMS-4818

OPPM Issue Default activity status should be 

'Pending'

Default activity status should be 'Pending' on pending approval page; corrected. LMS-4816

OPPM Bug Status missing in User Details pop-up Status is not shown in User Details pop-up in Pending event requests view; corrected. LMS-4802

OPPM E! New management restriction of selected 

Job Codes

Added support for management restriction of selected Job Codes through OPCM - 

Users & Managers - Management tab, which now take effect in OPPM.

LMS-4748

OPPM Bug Not displaying Game Thumbnails Not displaying Game Thumbnails in Game Profiles in OPPM; corrected. LMS-4702

OPPM Bug Completed assessments via View Button 

opens blank popup

Evaluations Tab - Viewing Completed Assessments via View Button opens Blank 

Popup; corrected.

LMS-4693

OPPM New Feature! Provide GM access to archive and 

unarchive assignments

Update OPPM to provide GM access to archive and unarchive assignments. LMS-4685

OPPM Issue Possible to simultaneously approve and 

deny nugget requests

Possible to simultaneously approve and deny nugget requests; corrected. LMS-4672

OPPM Issue Job codes showing up as groups Job codes showing up as groups in OPPM; corrected. LMS-4660

OPPM Bug Update filter to properly handle 

apostrophes

Update the filter to properly handle apostrophes in the Group page. LMS-4633

OPPM Bug Updated Course - Page information Updated Course - Page information to properly show created / updated information. LMS-4565

OPPM Bug Showing "null" for the user name Showing "null" for the user name in "Deleted Requested by ...."  Corrected. LMS-4564

OPPM Bug User Name and Email not displayed User Name and Email not displayed in Job Code Assignments page; corrected. LMS-4563

OPPM Issue Inactive/deleted tests appearing in test 

list

Inactive/deleted tests still appearing in the OPPM test list; corrected. LMS-4881

Reports

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
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OPLS-Cron

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
OPLSCRON E Update Auto Recertification to include 

session location and date/time 

Update Auto Recertification to include session location and session date/time in 

recertified event data.

LMS-5111

OPLSCRON Bug Correction to prevent removal of 

authorization token for users that have 

not accessed the system in x number of 

days

Correction to prevent removal of authorization token for users that have not 

accessed the system in x number of days. Deletion of authorization token caused 

users to have to reauthenticate even when the customer was not set to require 

authentication.

LMS-5106

OPLSCRON Bug Automatic Recertification process for 

events was faulty

Automatic Recertification process for events was not properly running and 

recertifying events. Corrected.

LMS-5101

OPLSCRON E Enhancements to the WebEx get 

participants call

Enhancements to the WebEx get participants call to prevent connection issues with 

WebEx; corrected.

LMS-4932

OP-Common

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
OPCOMMON E! Update Skill Profile assignment process 

to skip the completion check for users 

that had no new assignments

Update Skill Profile assignment process to skip the completion check for users that 

had no new assignments as part of skill profile assignment.  This provides faster 

processes for the skill profile assignment process while still ensuring that previous 

completions are checked when appropriate.

LMS-5236

OPCOMMON Bug MCMA phrase in Test Result View not 

displayed properly

MCMA phrase in Test Result View not being displayed properly in IE; corrected. LMS-4562

Mobile Apps

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
CellCast - Mobile SCORM E Updated SCORM 2004 interactions 

support in the gateway

Updated the SCORM 2004 interactions support in the gateway, so the mobile Apps 

could better handle and record the SCORM 2004 interactions.

Android Bug Provide Activity information to the 

Custom UI

Activities are not supplied to the UI in SyncChange; corrected. MOB-3974

Android Bug If content is already complete and then 

revisited the provisionally complete icon 

remains

Correction to the Android app to ensure that reaccessing content correctly leaves the 

completed status icon.

MOB-3865

Android Bug Library2 call is being made after 

libraryhash call is made and returning 

same hash

Update to prevent unnecessary library call in the Android App. MOB-3851

Android Bug CellCast for Android not able to launch 

Event calendar when selecting 'Events' 

button

Additional support added for launching into the Event Catalog from the Custom Ui 

using the standard event catalog SCURL.

MOB-3835

Android Bug Change Interface button not working in 

CellCast with multi-UI User

Corrected support for the SCURL method to log out of one UI in order to switch to a 

different one in a Multi UI situation.

MOB-3826

Android Bug A file request is still made for a branding 

file with id=0

Correction to the Android application to prevent unnecessary image file requests if 

specified image file has zero filesize.

MOB-3741
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Mobile Apps- Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
Android Bug Users game points not appearing 

properly in the Master Leaderboard

The users' game points are not appearing in the Master Leaderboard when displaying 

vertically on an android phone.  If you flip the phone to horizontal and refresh, the 

points appear (but not consistently), but if you flip the phone back to vertical and 

refresh, it hides the points.  Width and padding in Master Leaderboard were updated 

in Android app to correct.

MOB-3722

Android Bug Android app is ordering questions by 

question ID rather than order displayed 

in gateway

Correction to question order in tests in Android app. App was previously ordering 

questions by the question id instead of the sequence passed to the app from the 

gateway.

MOB-3687

Android Enhancement Support mailto: and tel: links in Custom 

UI

Update to the Android app to support mailto and tel links within various places within 

the app along with proper error messaging when these functions are not allowed.

MOB-3845

Android Enhancement QR app download should direct to Play 

store

If the Android device does not have a QR reader installed, the app is directing the 

user to download the app from the Amazon store. Instead the App should direct the 

user to download an appropriate QR reader from the Play store. Update to Android 

app to properly take users to the Google Play store when needing to install a QR 

reader.

MOB-3796

Android Enhancement Finalize xAPI downloading and playing on 

Android

Updated support for xAPI download of content and playback in the Android app. MOB-3701

Android Enhancement Support for Due Date functionality in 

Mobile Apps - Android

Added support for the new Due Date functionality in the native UI with this value 

available to the Custom UI.  (See 3670 above for detail.)

MOB-3664

Android Enhancement Implement new Hierarchy opmgw call 

with supporting UI scurl support

Support to retrieve the Hierarchy data and provide to the Custom UI for organizing 

the content in the UI.  (See 3660 above for detail.)

MOB-3658

Android Enhancement Support for content marked wifi only in 

Mobile Devices - Android

Added support for "Wi-Fi only" assignments. This flag alerts the user if they attempt 

to download content over their data connection instead of Wi-Fi. Assignment must 

be marked as Wi-Fi only in OPCM.  (See 3628 above for detail.)

MOB-3626

Android Enhancement Avatar upload process should NOT 

prompt user to create title and 

description for avatar

Update to the Avatar upload process to streamline the steps and remove the prompt 

for a title and description when creating / uploading the avatar image. (See 3622 

above for detail.)

MOB-3621

Android Enhancement Add support for new SCURL: Opening 

external URLs in the device's default 

browser

Add additional scurl support to launch an external url in the device's browser instead 

of the browser in the app. The new scurl would be a way for the UI to pass an 

external URL to the native app with the intent for the URL to be opened on mobile 

Safari proper.

MOB-3545

Android Enhancement Thumbnail files should only be 

downloaded once

Update to Andriod app to only download thumbnail files once when reused in 

content.  (See 3367 above for detail.)

MOB-3367
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Mobile Apps- Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
Android Issue Nexus 7 (2013) not classified as a tablet Correction to properly recognize specific larger format Android devices as Android 

Tablets instead of Android smartphones.

MOB-3685

Android Issue Notes and other additions to PDFs are 

saved, but later overridden by 

redownload of content

When viewing a PDF, the user can draw and make notes on the PDF itself. When they 

exist, these changes are saved. Trying to re-access the PDF will cause it to 

redownload and overwrite the stored copy. Corrected an issue where saved notes 

were being overwritten if the content was redownloaded.

MOB-3639

Android New Feature Implement new Syncchange method for 

syncing

Application updated to provide support for the new Syncchange functionality that 

provides a delta sync and faster communication to the servers.

MOB-3770

Android New Feature Utilize new date format language entry 

for all date / time displays

Update the native app to display all dates in the specified language specific date 

format. (See 3763 above for detail.)

MOB-3760

Android New Feature Update To using Assessment information 

from the sync2 section for object

App updated to utilize new test section in data to allow for reuse of a given test 

across multiple objects while still retaining unique responses and attempts per 

assignment.  (See 3683 above for detail.)

MOB-3678

Android New Feature Offline xAPI support - Android Implement offline xAPI support.  PUT requests should be stored individually and be 

able to be retrieved by the course storing them. PUTs with the same UUID should 

overwrite one another. They should be relayed to the xAPI Endpoint when syncing. 

GET requests should retrieve any values stored by PUT requests or retrieve the 

current from the xAPI endpoint when online (and when there are no pending offline 

values). POST requests should be relayed to the xAPI Endpoint when syncing. 

Summary: Introduced Offline xAPI course support where the statements are stored 

locally until the user reconnects to a network and the results can then be passed to 

the server or LRS.

MOB-3516

BB 10 Bug Video does not auto play when NOT 

resuming

If you access a video on the BB10 app and then exit and then attempt to launch 

again, but say NO to the prompt to start where you left off, the video does not auto 

play. Correction to the resume function in BB10 for Video content. If the user starts 

the video over from the beginning, the video should auto play.

MOB-3442

BB 10 E Not updating status correctly when 

completing SCORM course and exiting 

before taking attached test

When taking a scorm course with an attached test, if you complete the scorm course 

and exit before taking the test, the status of the course remains as "Not Attempted" 

even though it is recording the access history and scorm course scores. Update to 

BB10 app to properly update the status of a SCORM course with an attached OPLS 

test.

MOB-3363

BB 10 Enhancement Avatar upload process should NOT 

prompt user to create title and 

description for avatar

When the create / record avatar function is utilized, the process should not prompt 

the user to add a title and description to the avatar image. SImply allow the user to 

take their picture and upload it. When the user has uploaded their avatar then show 

the current message that the file is being uploaded or has been uploaded to the 

server. Update to the Avatar upload process to streamline the steps and remove the 

prompt for a title and description when creating / uploading the avatar image.

MOB-3622
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Mobile Apps- Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
BB 10 Enhancement Thumbnail files should only be 

downloaded once

When a thumbnail file is reused by multiple assignments, it should only be 

downloaded once. As the apps simply request the thumb for each assignment by 

assignment id, the apps need to review for any duplicate filenames prior to 

requesting the thumbnails. Summary:  Correction to BB10 app to only download 

thumbnail files once when reused in content.

MOB-3368

BB 10 Enhancement SCORM access must always load the 

most recent saved data

Update to BB10 to ensure that the most recently recorded SCORM data is always 

provided to the app when launched to accommodate for offline SCORM access.

MOB-3290

BB 10 Enhancement Mobile Support for SCORM 1.2 

Interactions

SCORM interactions allows for a next level of tracking for SCORM 1.2 courses that 

implement features known as Objectives and Interactions. These interactions allow 

for SCORM 1.2 courses to track not only bookmarking and test scores, but also to 

record the questions and answers provided by an individual user when taking a test 

within the SCORM course.  The interactions should be passed up along with the 

pagetime and scorm call to ensure that all relevant data is on the server and up to 

date when completion is checked. The SCORM call should be the last call made by the 

app. Summary:  Added support for SCORM interactions in SCORM 1.2 in the BB10 

app.

MOB-3189

BB 10 Enhancement Mobile Support for SCORM 2004 

Interactions

SCORM allows for a next level of tracking for SCORM 2004 courses that implement 

features known as Objectives and Interactions. These interactions allow for SCORM 

2004 courses to track not only bookmarking and test scores, but also to record the 

questions and answers provided by an individual user when taking a test within the 

SCORM course.  OnPoint currently only supports this in SCORM 2004, but will be 

introducing it into SCORM 1.2 in the future. The interactions should be passed up 

along with the pagetime and scorm call to ensure that all relevant data is on the 

server and up to date when completion is checked. The SCORM call should be the last 

call made by the app. Summary:  Added mobile support for SCORM 2004 

Interactions.

MOB-2812

iPad Bug Crash occurring if the user attempts to 

access a bookmark too quickly

If user tries to access a bookmark too quickly, the app crashes and (if the user is using 

sync2) content is wiped. Too quickly being less than a second between opening the 

bookmarks menu and selecting a bookmark. When the app restarts, only that nugget 

will remain on the device, and a full sync is required to redownload the other 

content.  Corrected.

MOB-3989

iPad Bug Incorrect totaling of incomplete 

assignments

Incorrect totaling of incomplete assignments in native UI; corrected. MOB-3868

iPad Bug Language call is being made too often Updates to the iPad app to remove extraneous language calls. MOB-3854

iPad Bug With multi-UI User, updated UIs are 

getting sent down to device in gateway, 

but re-syncing iPad within UI does not 

download updated UI

With multi-UI User, updated UIs are getting sent down to device in gateway, but re-

syncing iPad within UI does not download updated UI; corrected.

MOB-3827
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Mobile Apps- Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

iPad Bug Launching Storyline Courses back to back 

on iPad sometimes causing CellCast to 

freeze

Updates added to better deal with large SCORM courses and memory issues 

occurring when launching several large SCORM courses back to back.

MOB-3799

iPad Bug iPad crashing with QR codes less than 8 

characters instead of prompting that it's 

an invalid reg code

When attempting to register with a QR code number that is less than 8 characters, 

the iPad app crashes instead of prompting that it's an invalid reg code; corrected.

MOB-3793

iPad Bug iPad app crashing when viewing 

Announcement in portrait mode

When trying to view an Announcement, only when holding the iPad in portrait mode, 

the app crashes. Corrected.

MOB-3789

iPad Bug When the last question in a test set is 

type: "fillin," iPad sends up incorrect data 

for answer

Correction to iPad app to correct for an issue that occurred if the last question in a 

test was a fill-in question type.  Issue caused the fill-in response not to be passed to 

the server or be recorded.

MOB-3766

iPad Bug If shortcut_id equals 0, app still makes 

getfile call for the shortcutthumbnail 

(iPad)

Correction to the iPad app to prevent unnecessary request for thumbnail for UI if 

user has no UI.

MOB-3729

iPad Bug If an answer to a true-false question is 

too long, it will appear incorrectly

If an answer to a true-false question is too long, it will appear incorrectly on the 

device. The bottom half of the text will be missing, and it won't automatically resize 

the text box.  Correction to the display of specific answer text when provided answer 

is too long.

MOB-3692

iPad Bug Adding print functionality for single-page 

pdfs broke it for multi-page pdfs

Updated support to ensure that the print function is actionable for a single page pdf 

file. Unfortunately this appears to have broken printing for multi-page pdfs, which 

does not have have the distinct print button. 

MOB-3647

iPad Bug "Accept Eula" Phrase is displayed as the 

phrase key after one user logs into a 

shared device

After one user accepts EULA and logs into a shared device, the "Accept Eula" phrase 

is displayed as the phrase key "eula_accept". Correction to show the correct phrase 

for subsequent user first logins on a shared device.

MOB-3592

iPad Bug The sync list download prompt doesn't 

show up

When using Multiple UIs, the registration and sync process should prompt and show 

the message "do you want to download these files......" When in a multi UI situation, 

the prompt is not appearing and instead the files are just automatically downloading 

in the background. Correction to iPad when in multi UI / Multi User modes that was 

not properly showing the download prompt for all users when appropriate.

MOB-3577

iPad Bug IOS 7 is cutting off UIs on the right side of 

UI

Correction to the display of the UI in IOS 7 devices that was causing the right hand 

side of the UI to get cut off in portrait orientation.

MOB-3564

iPad Bug Custom UI access to Notifications and 

Announcements does not provide a back 

button

When the notifications or announcements are accessed full screen from a custom UI, 

the back button in the upper left corner disappears and the user is stuck in the 

announcements / notifications screen. This ONLY occurs when accessing these 

elements from a custom UI. Correction to iPad build to show the appropriate back 

button when exiting notifications or announcements pages from a custom UI.

MOB-3552
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Mobile Apps- Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
iPad Bug Force quitting and restarting the App 

does not prompt user to enter password

When "Mobile Password Prompt" is set to "Y" in Configuration on OPCM, if you force 

quit the App and restart it, it does not prompt user to enter password. Correction to 

iPad app to properly prompt the user for their password when the app is restarted 

and configs are set to force password on restart.

MOB-3404

iPad  E App must display Back button within PDF 

viewer for all pages other than page 1

Introduced added support for pdf pagination and properly displaying the back button 

when on appropriate secondary pages in the pdf.

MOB-3348

iPad Enhancement Support for Due Date functionality in 

Mobile Apps - iPad

Added support for the new Due Date functionality in the native UI with this value 

available to the Custom UI.  (See 3670 above for detail.)

MOB-3666

iPad Enhancement Mobile Support for openbook 

assessments - iPad

Support for Open Book assessment style tests in mobile (see 3655 above for detail). MOB-3651

iPad Enhancement Support for content marked Wi-Fi only in 

Mobile Devices - iPad

Specific Courses or Nuggets can now be marked as downloadable over Wi-Fi - Yes or 

No.  This flag alerts the user if they attempt to download content over their data 

connection instead of Wi-Fi.  (See 3628 above for detail.)

MOB-3627

iPad Enhancement Avatar upload process should NOT 

prompt user to create title and 

description for avatar

Update to the Avatar upload process to streamline the steps and remove the prompt 

for a title and description when creating / uploading the avatar image. (See 3622 

above for detail.)

MOB-3619

iPad Enhancement Support for LMS_finish exit of SCORM 

content - iPad

Updates to the apps to capture and action the exit function from a SCORM course to 

close the course window, record the SCORM data, and send the user back to the 

previous page.

MOB-3600

iPad Enhancement Implement an animated loading icon 

while UIs are loading

When a UI is being loaded, the loading icon needs to appear to indicate to the user 

that the UI is loading. This is especially important when using multi UI as the 

switching between the UIs can take a little time. Update to the iPad interface to show 

a loading image while large UIs are loading in the app.

MOB-3553

iPad Enhancement Add support for new SCURL: Opening 

external URLs in the device's default 

browser

Add additional scurl support to launch an external url in the device's browser instead 

of the browser in the app. The new scurl would be a way for the UI to pass an 

external URL to the native app with the intent for the URL to be opened on mobile 

Safari proper.

MOB-3543

iPad Issue On iPad, when hitting the back button to 

get out of Scorm Courses, app 

sometimes stalls/crashes

When launching a Scorm Course on the latest build of CellCast for iPhone: the app 

frequently stalls out when hitting the back button. Updated Memory Management to 

prevent the iPad app from crashing when exiting larger SCORM courses.

MOB-3861

iPad Issue Show changes to hierarchy properly Update to iPad app to ensure that changes to the hierarchy are properly reflected in 

the app on the subsequent sync.

MOB-3780

iPad Issue Users able to bypass PINs for shared 

devices

Corrected an issue where users on a shared device could bypass the pin prompt by 

cancelling out of the process at the right time.

MOB-3779
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Mobile Apps- Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
iPad Issue Pdf nuggets are not fitting the width of 

the screen on iPad iOS8

Updates to the sizing of pdf nuggets to better fit the width of the available screen on 

all devices.  Seems to be an issue with the initial zoom.

MOB-3686

iPad Issue The incorrect number of messages is 

being displayed under message count

A recent change was made to only send down notifications in the gateway from the 

last 30 days. This is not reflected in the message total on the device however, which 

displays the total number of notifications, not just the number sent down to the 

device. Correction to the iPhone app to show the correct number of messages in the 

message total stored on the device in the native app.

MOB-3637

iPad Issue iPad app crashing after going in and out 

of content quickly

Multi-ui iPad issue, where the app is crashing after going in and out of content 

quickly. The app gets "stuck" and the user has to hard close the app, reenter choosing 

a different UI, and then resync to be able to use the first UI again. Correction to iPad 

app to better handle movement in and out of mulitple large pieces of content in quick 

succession.

MOB-3562

iPad Issue Apostrophe within Test Title is not 

handled properly

When a test title includes an apostrophe, the characters are not rendered properly 

within the app. Update to iPad app to gracefully deal with apostrophes within a test 

title.

MOB-3529

iPad New Feature Implement new Syncchange method for 

syncing

Application updated to provide support for the new Syncchange functionality that 

provides a delta sync and faster communication to the servers.

MOB-3771

iPad New Feature Support for Push notifications and 

Syncitem

Support for new Push notifications functionality. [See 3749 above for detail.) MOB-3746

iPad New Feature Update To using Assessment information 

from the sync2 section for object

App updated to utilize new test section in data to allow for reuse of a given test 

across multiple objects while still retaining unique responses and attempts per 

assignment. (See 3683 above for detail.)

MOB-3680

iPad New Feature Implement new SCURL to launch users 

into OPDoc mobile

Introduction of a new method to launch a user from a custom UI into OPDoc Mobile. MOB-3412

iPhone Bug Selecting 'Challenge Peer' under 

Challenge Leaderboard crashes CellCast

Update to iPhone app to prevent a crash that occurred when attempting to select a 

peer to challenge in the Challenge Leaderboard.

MOB-3964

iPhone Bug If a user registers to a native UI, adding a 

UI will retain the native header

Updates to iPhone app to better handle the process when the registered user is 

supplied a new Custom UI when there was none previously.

MOB-3963

iPhone Bug Acceleration points get cropped out of 

view under Master Leaderboard

Update to iPhone game leaderboard view to better accommodate for Acceleration 

points when the earned game points was at least 3 digits. The points were being cut 

off of the view.

MOB-3960

iPhone Bug When app is put in the background and 

comes back, UI is lost after sync 

intermittently

Corrections to prevent an issue that occurred when the app was put into the 

background and then brought to the foreground with a custom UI. Specific 

circumstances caused the UI to not load; corrected.

MOB-3912

iPhone Bug iPhone crashing with QR codes less than 

8 characters instead of prompting that 

it's an invalid reg code

When attempting to register with a QR code number that is less than 8 characters, 

the iPhone app crashes instead of prompting that it's an invalid reg code; corrected.

MOB-3794
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Mobile Apps- Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
iPhone Bug If shortcut_id equals 0, app still makes 

getfile call for the shortcutthumbnail

Correction to the iPhone app to prevent unnecessary request for thumbnail for UI if 

user has no UI.

MOB-3728

iPhone Bug User must press sync on device two 

times before a hierarchy call is invoked

When environment flags are dirty, user must press sync on device two separate times 

before a hierarchy call is invoked. Update to app to correct timing of hierarchy call.

MOB-3695

iPhone Bug If an answer to a true-false question is 

too long, it will appear incorrectly on the 

device

If an answer to a true-false question is too long, it will appear incorrectly on the 

device. The bottom half of the text will be missing, and it won't automatically resize 

the text box.  Correction to the display of specific answer text when provided answer 

is too long.

MOB-3691

iPhone Bug Apostrophes don't appear correctly in 

question answers

Apostrophes appear as & apos ; (without spaces) in question answers. This applies to 

all question types with selectable answers.  The apostrophes are appearing correctly 

in the gateway, so this is an app-side issue.  Update to properly handle apostrophes 

in question answers when taking a test and within the test results.

MOB-3689

iPhone Bug Non-token to token transfer after 

opening an app from closed causes bad 

validate

Update to correct an issue that occurred when the authentication method changes 

while the iPhone app was asleep; corrected.

MOB-3649

iPhone Bug Changing the Push value in the settings 

must pass the appropriate value to the 

server for that user

If the user manually changes the push notification value then the appropriate value 

must be passed to the server. Corrections to the iPad app when turning Push 

notifications on or off from the app settings page.

MOB-3580

iPhone Enhancement Support for Due Date functionality in 

Mobile Apps - iPhone

Added support for the new Due Date functionality in the native UI with this value 

available to the Custom UI.  (See 3670 above for detail.)

MOB-3667

iPhone Enhancement Implement new Hierarchy opmgw call 

with supporting UI scurl support

Support to retrieve the Hierarchy data and provide to the Custom UI for organizing 

the content in the UI.  (See 3660 above for detail.)

MOB-3656

iPhone Enhancement Mobile Support for openbook 

assessments - iPhone

Support for Open Book assessment style tests in mobile (see 3655 above for detail). MOB-3652

iPhone Enhancement Support for content marked Wi-Fi only in 

Mobile Devices - iPhone

Specific Courses or Nuggets can now be marked as downloadable over Wi-Fi - Yes or 

No.  This flag alerts the user if they attempt to download content over their data 

connection instead of Wi-Fi.  If Wi-Fi is set to Yes at the content object level (to 

restrict a download to Wi-Fi only), when the user attempts to access the course or 

nugget that has not yet been downloaded, the app should recognize if the user is on 

Wi-Fi or not and show the appropriate message if they are not on Wi-Fi:  

wifi_download_only.  User will be presented with an OK button to close the message.

MOB-3628

iPhone Enhancement Avatar upload process should NOT 

prompt user to create title and 

description for avatar

Update to the Avatar upload process to streamline the steps and remove the prompt 

for a title and description when creating / uploading the avatar image. (See 3622 

above for detail.)

MOB-3620
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Mobile Apps- Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
iPhone Enhancement Support for LMS_finish exit of SCORM 

content - iPhone

Updates to the apps to capture and action the exit function from a SCORM course to 

close the course window, record the SCORM data, and send the user back to the 

previous page.

MOB-3615

iPhone Enhancement Add support for new SCURL: Opening 

external URLs in the device's default 

browser

Add additional scurl support to launch an external url in the device's browser instead 

of the browser in the app. The new scurl would be a way for the UI to pass an 

external URL to the native app with the intent for the URL to be opened on mobile 

Safari proper.

MOB-3544

iPhone Issue No 'Connection Error' message when 

user tries to sync offline

iPhone app updated to show proper offline action message when user attempts to 

sync while offline.

MOB-3976

iPhone Issue Activities launched from Custom UI crash 

app

Correction to the iPhone app to prevent a crash when trying to launch Activities from 

a custom UI.

MOB-3949

iPhone Issue Pressing 'Erase Data and Resynchronize' 

should prompt for confirmation

App updated to prompt for confirmation of "Erase and Resync" function. MOB-3902

iPhone Issue Remove info button from messages and 

announcements

Remove info button from messages and announcements; they were not functional. MOB-3684

iPhone Issue Content player controls are not 

accessible by user (partially off-screen)

When course (Impatica) is launched, the player controls are not accessible by the 

user and are positioned partially off-screen.  Correction to accommodate for content 

playback with buttons at the bottom of the screen on older iPhones.

MOB-3663

iPhone Issue The incorrect number of messages is 

being displayed under message count

A recent change was made to only send down notifications in the gateway from the 

last 30 days. This is not reflected in the message total on the device however, which 

displays the total number of notifications, not just the number sent down to the 

device. Correction to the iPhone app to show the correct number of messages in the 

message total stored on the device in the native app.

MOB-3638

iPhone Issue Apostrophe within Test Title is not 

handled properly

When a test title includes an apostrophe, the characters are not rendered properly 

within the app. Update to iPhone app to gracefully deal with apostrophes within a 

test title.

MOB-3526

iPhone Issue Answer text overlays checkbox on 

multiple-answer question display

The space allowed for each line of answer text needs to be reduced enough so that 

the answer text does not overlay with the answer checkbox on multiple-answer 

questions. Correction to the iPhone display of Multi Choice / Multi Answer questions 

to prevent the answer text from overlapping the check box.

MOB-3524
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Mobile Apps- Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
iPhone New Feature Implement new Syncchange method for 

syncing

Application updated to provide support for the new Syncchange functionality that 

provides a delta sync and faster communication to the servers.

MOB-3772

iPhone New Feature Support for Push notifications and 

Syncitem

Push notifications are used in conjunction with the new Syncitem sync method for 

syncing the information for a single assignment. When a scurl is used to launch a 

specific piece of content, the apps should all respond in the same method by 

launching the app and then performing a syncitem for that single assignment ONLY. 

Once this syncitem is completed, then the assignment should be launched. Support 

for new Push notifications functionality.

MOB-3749

iPhone New Feature Update To using Assessment information 

from the sync2 section for object

App updated to utilize new test section in data to allow for reuse of a given test 

across multiple objects while still retaining unique responses and attempts per 

assignment.  (See 3683 above for detail.)

MOB-3681

iPhone New Feature Implement new SCURL to launch users 

into OPDoc mobile

We have introduced a new SCURL that is used to launch and log a user into OPDoc 

mobile. Summary: Introduction of a new method to launch a user from a custom UI 

into OPDoc Mobile.

MOB-3417

iPhone New Feature Updated support for Inactive Wipe value 

from Sync2 environment

Updated support for inactive wipe function for Windows Tablet when the app has not 

been used for longer than the specified / configured inactive wipe period.  (See 3354 

above for detail.)

MOB-3351

OPAir Bug With multi-UI User, updated UIs are 

getting sent down to device in gateway, 

but re-syncing OPAir within UI does not 

download updated UI

With multi-UI User, updated UIs are getting sent down to device in gateway, but re-

syncing OPAir within UI does not download updated UI; corrected.

MOB-3843

OPAir Bug Application failing to download Updated 

UI

When the application has a UI provided by a non- primary group and only has one 

group membership - if that UI is updated, the getfile call for the shortcut leaves the 

ID blank and receives no ui update.  This is the way that other applications handle 

non- primary group.  (If this happens on IPad it will sync and display the new UI 

properly.)  Update to OPAir app to properly download changed UIs when in a Multi UI 

setup and an update has been made to one of the UIs.

MOB-3688

OPAir Issue SSO users cannot log into OPAir after 30+ 

days away from the app

Users who have not accessed the app in over 30 days cannot log in again. The SSO 

login page appears, but the user cannot log in again.  Correction to OPair app to 

correct for an issue that was preventing users from using the app without 

reregistering if not used for more than 30 days.

MOB-3744

OPAir New Feature Support for background_sync 

environment variable

Added support to utilize a server side config value to indicate the time period delay 

between syncs when opening and closing the app. This allows for setting the time to 

allow a user to go in and out of the app without an automatic sync occurring on 

reentry.

MOB-3576
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Mobile Apps- Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
opmgw Bug If a User is Assigned to two Groups, both 

Assigned to a hierarchy node, the 

Hierarchy call sends the same content 

Assigned to it twice

If a User is Assigned to two Groups, and both Groups are Assigned to a hierarchy 

node, the hierarchy call in the gateway is sending down all content Assigned to the 

hierarchy node twice. Corrected.

GW-769

opmgw Bug Inactive items are not being removed 

from the hierarchy call

Objects are supposed to be removed from the opmgw hierarchy call if they become 

unavailable to the user. If something happens to change the availability of courses, 

nuggets, or test sets, those objects are appropriately removed from the next instance 

of the call. For activities, events, categories, and games, making the objects 

unavailable to the user (such as through setting them inactive) has no effect; the 

objects continue to be included in the hierarchy call. Inactive objects should be 

removed from the hierarchy call. Corrected.

GW-736

opmgw Bug Activity Completion through gateway 

does not fire activity completion trigger

When the activity completion comes through the gateway, the completion is being 

marked in the user's assignments as complete, but the process is not properly firing 

any Activity completion triggers. Corrected.

GW-527

opmgw Enhancement Send suspend_data and lesson_location 

as base64 encoded strings

Updates to the Mobile Gateway to accommodate for encoded characters in all 

SCORM fields. Allows for support for most all SCORM data that works online to also 

be allowed on mobile, in most situations.

GW-793

opmgw Enhancement Option at SCORM course advanced tab to 

indicate if mobile apps should allow 

SCORM exit

To go along with a mobile enhancement to allow the closing of a scorm course when 

lms_finish is called by the course, we need a value at the SCORM course level to 

indicate whether a SCORM course should support this function.  Add a new flag at 

the SCORM course Advanced tab to set a SCORM course to NOT show the exit "X" in 

IOS devices. Setting this value to Close on exit = Yes will remove the X from SCORM 

course on IOS devices. If this is used, the SCORM course must have an appropriate 

method of exiting on its own, ie an exit or close button that calls lms_finish in the 

SCORM data.

GW-702

opmgw Enhancement Support for Due Date functionality in 

gateway

New due date functionality has been introduced for Courses, Nuggets, and 

Assessment Sets that allows an Admin to define the due date as a fixed date or a 

dynamic date based on assignment date. Support for providing the Due Date value to 

the mobile apps for display purposes.

GW-684

opmgw Enhancement Support for content marked Wi-Fi only in 

gateway

Specific Courses or Nuggets can now be marked as downloadable over Wi-Fi Yes or 

No.  The new value set at the course and nugget level denotes whether this 

assignment can be downloaded over cellular or must be downloaded over Wi-Fi. 

GW-673

opmgw Enhancement Support for distinct test ids for each 

object to allow for an assessment to be 

used by multiple assignments

The Mobile apps need to accommodate a single test can be assigned to multiple 

nuggets / courses and accessed on the mobile apps and that attempt and score 

tracked independently to that assignment.  Support for distinct test ids for each 

object to allow for an assessment to be used by multiple assignments

GW-530
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Mobile Apps- Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

opmgw Issue Page time recorded after an item has 

been completed must be recorded as 

browse time

Mobile currently is not recording browse time separate from time to completion. 

When a nugget or course is accessed after the item has been marked as complete, 

then the recorded course_page / nugget_page time should be recorded in the 

browse_time column and NOT in the page_time column. Correction to the process 

for recording pagetime of accessed content to ensure that page time recorded after 

an item has been completed is recorded as Browse time.

GW-791

opmgw Issue Unassigned activities are appearing in 

the hierarchy call

Unavailable items should not be included in the hierarchy call. Since activities don't 

have a catalog, unassigned activities were never meant to appear in the call. Right 

now, unassigned activities are appearing in the call, causing issues in the UI. We have 

therefore corrected this by removing unassigned activities from the hierarchy call.

GW-743

opmgw Issue After taking several scorm courses in 

offline mode, only the last one is marked 

complete upon sync

After taking several scorm courses in offline mode, only the last one is marked 

complete upon sync; corrected.

GW-726

opmgw Issue Shortcut flag is not dirty after assigning 

or unassigning a nonprimary group with 

an assigned UI

Shortcut flag is not dirty after assigning or unassigning a nonprimary group with an 

assigned UI; corrected.

GW-718

opmgw New Feature Update to Sync Functions to allow for 

Sync_Change and Sync_item

Updates to the Mobile Gateway to support new Sync methods for syncchange and 

syncitem to provide more granular delta communication and speed up the sync 

process as well as data communicated.

GW-636

OPPush New Feature Introduction and Support of Mobile Push 

notifications

Introduction and Support of Mobile Push notifications GW-637

Win8.1 Bug "Save" & "Cancel" buttons overwrapped Updates to button formatting in Windows tablet app for the Save / Cancel buttons 

when using the My Media functions.

MOB-3898

Win8.1 Bug Not all texts are center aligned in some 

pages

Updates to Windows Tablet app to center align all text fields regardless of screen 

resolution.

MOB-3889

Win8.1 ER Not Supporting Prerequisites for 

Assessment Sets

Correction to the Windows Tablet app to properly support assessment set 

prerequisites.

MOB-3801

Win8.1 Bug When a mobile token is deleted, app 

does not go to SSO screen on sync

After deleting a mobile token record from mobile_token table in the database (case 

where user has not logged in for more than 30 days and token deletion job has run at 

1st of the month), the user should be taken to an SSO login page on sync so that a 

new token can be issued. Instead, the device's user is not informed that 

authentication is invalid.  Correct expired token behavior in Windows Tablet.

MOB-3792
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Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
Win8.1 Bug WinRT is not checking for language 

updates

WinRT is currently not checking for if there are any changes to language. Windows 

tablet updated to provide better language support as well as updated language 

information as soon as provided by the server.

MOB-3674

Win8.1 Bug Choosing a non-English language, 

accepting the EULA then closing and 

reopening the app loses the language

Correction to Windows Tablet app to properly handle the process of changing the 

selected language and closing and reopening the app in the process.

MOB-3645

Win8.1 Bug Not showing "Device Offline" message 

when switching users while offline

When the device is offline, if you attempt to access games in game list it pops up a 

message "? ?Device Offline? ?", but if you logout & log back in as a different user, it 

does not display the message and you can open a blank game page. Updatemade  to 

Windows Tablet to properly message the user when they are attempting to sync or 

perform online actions, but the app cannot communicate to the server.

MOB-3618

Win8.1 Bug UI is not being updated for shared device 

users

Update to ensure that the UI is properly updated when device is setup for Shared 

Users and the UI for one user is updated.

MOB-3602

Win8.1 Bug Post replies not appearing in forum view Users can see stem posts, but any replies posted to the forum do not show on the 

app. Correction to show Forum Post replies in the forums view.

MOB-3601

Win8.1 Bug Unable to take attached tests while the 

device is offline

When attempting to complete an item (nugget/course) with an attached test(s), the 

app kicked the user out after exiting from the item, when it shows "would you like to 

take the test now?."  Correction to Windows Tablet to correct for a situation where 

the app would not allow a user to take a test if the user was offline.

MOB-3571

Win8.1 Bug Multi User list must always be shown in 

Alphabetical order

Windows Tablet incorrectly displayed userlist in Shared Device registrations in the 

order provided by the server instead of alphabetical order. Corrected.

MOB-3561

Win8.1 Bug Showing previous user's Game Profile 

when switching user on shared device 

while offline

Windows Tablet incorrectly showed the previous user's game points when switching 

between users on a Shared Device; corrected.

MOB-3551

Win8.1 Bug Buttons on Active Downloads page are 

unresponsive

Pause, Resume, Cancel, and Cancel Pending Downloads buttons are non-responsive 

on the Active Downloads page. Correction to non-responsive buttons on Active 

Downloads page in Windows Tablet.

MOB-3503

Win8.1 Bug When viewing an epub nugget, choosing 

to Clear Highlights erases the content 

from the screen

When viewing an epub nugget with text, choosing to Clear Highlights from the 

options bar on the bottom removes all of the content from the screen, replacing it 

with "undefined".  Correction to issue when viewing an epub nugget in Windows 

tablet where the clear highlights also cleared the content from the page.

MOB-3501

Win8.1 Bug Status of Assessment Sets with a test and 

Courses with a test are not updated 

automatically on the app

When completing a course with a test, the status of the course does not get update 

properly after a sync while in the launch page. It remains as a question mark. Updates 

in Windows tablet app to ensure that assessment set statuses and courses with test 

statuses are properly updated to reflect any updated status.

MOB-3339
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Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
Win8.1 Enhancement Add information phrase key above Pin 

entry box

We need to be able to provide a bit of instruction on the Pin entry box. Please update 

this box to include a phrase key above the pin entry that allows for a bit of exposition 

to explain what is expected here. Added additional messaging above the Pin entry 

field in Multi User login process on the Windows Tablet.

MOB-3832

Win8.1 Enhancement Update Windows Tablet to launch the 

outside browser for url type links within 

epubs

If an epub contains href links to launch a url with http:// or https:// then the app 

should launch those links in the browser that is outside of the Windows Tablet 

application.  Windows Tablet app updated to support the launch of the device 

browser for url type links within epubs.

MOB-3810

Win8.1 Enhancement Finalize xAPI downloading and playing on 

WindowsRT

Updated support for xAPI cotnent download and playback on Windows Tablet app. MOB-3698

Win8.1 Enhancement Support for Due Date functionality in 

Mobile Apps - Win8.1

Added support for the new Due Date functionality in the native UI with this value 

available to the Custom UI.  (See 3670 above for detail.)

MOB-3669

Win8.1 Enhancement Implement new Hierarchy gateway call 

with supporting UI scurl support

There is a new item for display Hierarchy that indicates if a display hierarchy (s) is 

associated with the registered user. If this value is true, then the hierarchy needs to 

be downloaded and provided to the UI.  Support to retrieve the Hierarchy data and 

provide to the Custom UI for organizing the content in the UI.

MOB-3660

Win8.1 Enhancement Mobile Support for openbook 

assessments - Win8.1

The Question_presentation value at the assessment level has been updated to 

include “Mentored” to indicate to the mobile apps any assessment that has been set 

as “Open book assisted” in OPCM.  The Open Book assessment should not allow the 

user to proceed to the next question until the correct response has been given. An 

open book assessment does not let the user go to the next question until the current 

question has been correctly answered. Each time an incorrect response is provided, a 

notification box should appear on top of the question and responses and show the 

incorrect remediation for that question with an OK button to return to the question 

and try again. The user cannot go to the next question until the correct response has 

been given.

MOB-3655

Win8.1 Enhancement Support for LMS_finish exit of SCORM 

content - Winrt

Updates to the apps to capture and action the exit function from a SCORM course to 

close the course window, record the SCORM data, and send the user back to the 

previous page.

MOB-3613

Win8.1 Enhancement Request to launch content directly from 

the list of skills, bypassing the content 

detail page

Added ability for Windows Tablet app to launch directly into content from Custom UI 

instead of launching to the detail page.

MOB-3589

Win8.1 Enhancement Update the MUD user list to include 

phrase key for further information for 

user.

Update the Multi User device user selection page to provide a text box with 

instructions as to what the user can do on this page in the Windows Tablet App.

MOB-3541

Win8.1 Enhancement Add fast-forward functionality for videos Users cannot currently browse past parts of a video they've already seen -they must 

start from the beginning each time.  Update to the Windows Tablet Video player to 

allow for fast forward and backward action functions.

MOB-3520
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Mobile Apps- Con't

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

Win8.1 Enhancement Multi User login should prompt each 

individual user to accept the EULA on 

first access

When the app is registered as a shared device, the EULA process should be 

performed for each individual user on their first login to the app through the multi 

user selection page. When a user selects their name for the first time,  they should be 

presented with the EULA. The app must not allow the user to access the app if they 

do not accept the EULA. Failure to accept would return the user to the user list. Once 

accepted, the user is given access to the app. The user should NOT be prompted to 

accept the EULA again as long as the app is still registered to the group. Update the 

Multi User login process to force EULA acceptance before proceeding for each user.

MOB-3489

Win8.1 Enhancement My Media recordings must be recorded 

in medium quality and compressed

Updated the Windows Tablet app to ensure that recorded My Media videos are 

recorded in appropriate quality (medium and compressed) settings and not HD video 

before being uploaded.

MOB-3150

Win8.1 Issue Shared device PIN creation dialog is not 

centered on the screen.

Update to Windows Tablet Interface to center the Pin prompt in a Shared Device 

scenario.

MOB-3694

Win8.1 Issue Missing phrase key at assessment set 

Launch button popup

If a user has already taken an assessment set, when they touch the launch button to 

retake it, a popup appears with the missing phrase key "testsets_finished".  It's a bit 

confusing; it should redirect the user to touch the gray "Take" button. This is not an 

issue if the user has not already completed the assessment set, as the Launch button 

brings the user to the Launch Test page. Correction to Phrase key that was not 

properly being picked up in Windows Tablet for Assessment Sets.

MOB-3673

Win8.1 Issue Epub nuggets are not updating in Win8.1 Replacing a nugget epub asset and then republishing the nugget does not update the 

epub in WinRT. Instead, the original epub is always shown. Testing on Android shows 

that updating the nugget epub asset does replace the content as expected. Sync2 

reflects the new filename of the asset. Windows Tablet was not properly updating 

epub nuggets when updated server side. Corrected.

MOB-3582

Win8.1 New Feature Utilize new date format language entry 

for all date / time displays

Update the native app to display all dates in the specified language specific date 

format.  (See 3763 above for detail.)

MOB-3761

Win8.1 New Feature Update To using Assessment information 

from the sync2 section for object

The assessment information has been updated to include the details specific to the 

assessment and a user's attempt in sync2 at the individual object level.    Detail 

information about test attempts are now passed in course, nugget testset sections so 

that more accurate test attempts can be recorded. This helps to accommodate for 

individual attempt limits on a per object basis instead of universal for that test 

everywhere. App updated to utilize new test section in data to allow for reuse of a 

given test across multiple objects while still retaining unique responses and attempts 

per assignment.

MOB-3683
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Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
Win8.1 New Feature Updated support for Inactive Wipe value 

from Sync2 environment

Updated support for inactive wipe function for Windows Tablet when the app has not 

been used for longer than the specified / configured inactive wipe period. The value 

indicates the number of days that the app can remain inactive before wiping. The 

wipe action occurs on the next launch of the app after the inactive wipe period has 

passed. Users should NOT be able to access anything within the app after the inactive 

period has expired and after the wipe function the app should return to the 

registration entry code page.

MOB-3354

WinPhone 7 / 8 Bug Not automotically updating UI Windows Phone app updated to better handle the update process for a UI. Changes 

to the UI communicated to the app are now immediately shown to the user.

MOB-3777

WinPhone 7 / 8 Bug Unable to upload an avatar image When attempting to upload a profile picture, the app crashes.  Correction made to 

the Windows Phone app to allow for the upload of an avatar image.

MOB-3739

WinPhone 7 / 8 Bug Unable to complete activity with 

required file uploads

Users cannot complete an activity which requires file upload as it is not letting users 

upload media files.  Correction to the Windows Phone app to provide proper support 

for uploading a file as part of the Activity completion process.

MOB-3738

WinPhone 7 / 8 Enhancement App should exit out of Active Downloads 

once downloads are complete

Update to Windows Phone app to automatically exit out of Active Downloads 

window once the downloads have finished.

MOB-3740

WinPhone 7 / 8 Enhancement Support for Due Date functionality in 

Mobile Apps - Winphone

New due date functioality has been introduced for Courses, Nuggets, and Assessment 

Sets that allows an admin to define the due date as a fixed date or a dynamic date 

based on assignment date. Mobile Apps should show the due date on the Details 

page of the content as well as pass this information to the Mobile UIs for use in the 

Custom UI. Added support for the new Due Date functionality in the native UI with 

this value available to the Custom UI.

MOB-3670

WinPhone 7 / 8 Enhancement Mobile Support for Prerequisites Added support for Prerequisites to prevent users from proceeding through content if 

they have not met the required prerequisites.

MOB-2959

WinPhone 7 / 8 New Feature Utilize new date format language entry 

for all date / time displays

A new value has been added to the language file for a customer to denote the 

specific date / time display for each customer. This is the value for that language for 

that customer that all dates should be displayed in when shown in the native UI. This 

value should also be added to the environment information passed to the Mobile UIs 

so that the Custom UI can also utilize this value and adhere to the same format. 

Update the native app to display all dates in the specified language specific date 

format.

MOB-3763

Mobile Apps

Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details
Apps - OPAir E Added support for Activities data call Added support for Activities data call in OPAIR.
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